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GLOSSARY

I Acceleratbr - A ,material which when Twixed with a catalyzed resin will steed
up 'the c-ring time by proroting the chemical reactions between
curing agent and resin,

A° mines - Synthetic resins-,derived from readtiohs with amnymnia; these may
be primary, eecortary or tertiary,, depending on the number of
hydrogen atoms repihced by rga4nic radicals.

S36B.-Sajae - An intermediate curing stage in the reaction of epbxv resins.. The
resin in an uncured Vtepreg is usually in this stage.

Breaking Factor - Breaking load divided bv the original width of Test •.pecimen,-- "-expressed in Dounds/in.

' Catalyst - (curing afent or hardner) - Reactive agent wh'ich when added to aresin causes polvmerization.

Cure - To change the properties of a resin by cheniical reaction; usua t.Zy
accompanied by the action of heat and/or curing agent with oi, without
pr--s-re.

Elastic Deformation.- An elongation caused by an applied load' under'which no
part of the deformation remains &fter removal of the
load i~e. elastic deformation is reversible.

End -- A strand of roving consisting of a given number of filaments gathered
together, an individual thr'ead, fiber or wire.

Epoxy Noval•ac- Epoxy resins made hV the reaction of c-.,chlorohvdrin
with a novala" re,rin (Dhenol-formaldehvde); offers better
resistance to hifoh temperatures than er6k-ies alone.

Epoxy Resins - Thermosetting resiins ,based on the reactivity of the enox.de
group; noted for their -xcellent adhesion, swrenfth and
chemical resistance when Xc.Mulated into nrotective coatinps,
adhesives and structural nlastics.

'9el Time - That interval of time extendinp from the introduction cf a catalyst
into a liquid resin system until the interval of a svel or "tack
free" formation.

i'eodevic .- Shoirtest distance between t-,c poirts on a surface.
• r --Glass, Ro~vnb - A collection Orbundles of c6ntir-,ou, u fila-F; for

filament winding the .bt•,des a-e gene 11 :!nuind a.s Lands
(,20-end; 60-end) or ,apes, witlh as little .-oiSt as possible,

I.D,- Imwide dicm.ter

vi
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!mprepnate - In reinfor(:ec plasticsa; che saturation of the reinforcement
with resin.

:t -ninar ShearStrengVn MaximUm shear stress existing between lavers
of a filament wound material.

KS• - 103 lhs/in2 (-i)

SL-aminate T To unite -sheets of material by a b9neing material usually with
p - pressure and heat; a product mnade by so bondibg.

Matrix - ?In cnmposlted, it's conside,', the continuous binder phase.

HEK -- lieibhvi Ethyl3 Kia~tone

4il - A umit of J-4hgth equal to 1/1000 of an inch (0,nol0") used esrvediallv
*for 'the diameter of wire.

MonoIlithic - Exhibiting large uniformity4

, etting Analysis - The analysis of filament wound structures which assumes that
"the stresses induced in the structure are' carried entirely by
the filaments,, and the strength of the resin is neglected;
and also the filaments possess no bending or shearing
stiffness, and carry only the axial tensile loads.

.On.- Outside diameter.

Organic Resins - Any of a large class of synthetic products that are used
chiefly as plastics.

Plastic Deformation - A permane~nt, irrecoverable deformation caused by an
applied load which exceeds the elastic limit of the
material.

Polyamide - A polymer in which the structural units are linleed by amide of
theoamide •groupings.

Polymer - A long chain molecule, made ,up of hundreds, thousands, even tens of
thousands of repeating units calied monomers, which often have
molecular weights running into the millions.

Polymerization - A chemical reaction resulting in the union of monodi'rs to
form large molecules,

Pre-preg - Ready to use material in which the reinforcement has been
impregnated with resin and stored. The resin is aertiallv cured
"(B-stage) and suDplied to the fabricator who lays or winds thM
finished shape and comnletes the cure with heat and/or pressmre.

vii



Proportional Limit- The greatest satess which a material is capable of
sustaining, without deviation from proD6rtionality of
stress and strain (Hooke's law).

Resin -- Rich - Areas within composites which are filled with resin and lac+

sufficient reinforcing material.

Resin - Starved - Areas of insufficient resin.

Specific Strength Comparative engineeTing strength Dropertv of materials
"obtained by tensile strength/density; expressed in inche7.

Specific Modulus - Comparative stiffness propertv obtained from elastic
modulus/densitv; e-_pressed in inches.

Static Fatigue - },Ailure of a part under continued static load; analogous
-o creep-rupture failure in metals, but often the result of

aging accelerated by stress.

Strdss Concontration - The magnification of the level of an annlied stress
in the region of notch, ,void o2 inclusion.

Stress Corrosion - Preferential attack of areas under stress caused by the
interaction of the stress- nd corrosive environment, where
the environment alone would not have caused corrcsioh.-

Thermoset Resin - A plastic which, when cued, changes into, a substantially
infusible and insoluble material.

Thermoplastic Resin ! A plastic capable of being repeatedly softened and
hardened by increase and decrease in temperature;
change upon heating is essentially Dhvsical rather
than chemical.

Voids - Caseous pockets that have been trapped and cured into a composite.

Wet Winding - In filament winding, the process of imnregnating the filaments
with resin just prior to or unon their contact with the mandrel.

Winding Pattern - A total number of individual circuits required for a winding
path to begin repeating by laying down immediately adjacent
to the initial circuit.

Winding Tension - The amount oftension on the reinforcement as it makes
contact with the mandrel.

0 viii



C 'OBJECTIVE

The objective of this program is tu develop within the Army, Weapons

Command the fabrication technology 'ahd design concepts necessary for the,

f application of filament wound, fiber reinforced composites to cannon

ahd -cannon compodnents.

Particular emphasis being placed on the development of a- light-

weight, high strength composite system to be utilized in the fabrication

--0• of lightweight- multi and singl-shot weapons, i.e., mortars, launchers,

and recoilless rifles.

BACKGROUND

Previous work in fabricating multi-shot weapons with organic

composite materials has established that a metallic liner is necessary

to protect the bore from the erosion damage of hot propellant gases.

This same study investigated the use of a high strength fiberglass

- -jacket over thin metallic liners to eliminate this problem. However,

because of the strain incompatibility betwe.... the glass composite and

the steel liners, buckling of the Liner qccurred upon pressurization.

The yield strain of the glass jacket is almost six times that of the

steel liner so that, upon internal pressurization, the thin steel

liner follows the jacket out and as a result is strained into its

plastic region. After pressurization$ the glass jacket returns to

its- original state causing buckling failure of the metallic liner.

<N *

1. Eig, M., "Feasibility of Using Glass-Reinforced Plastics in the
81mm Mortar," Picatinny Arsenal Technical Reports': #3400-
November 1966; #340!'-Feb~ruary 1967.
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"APPROACH

Accepting the" fact that a monolithic liner will provide the best

erosion protection for composite gun tubes, then, there are two main

approaches for eliminating ,the strain incompatibility problem between

composite jacket and metallic liner.

a, IUtilization of a Higher Modulus Com.o2site.Jac~ket:

By bringing the ,modulus of the jacket more in line with that of

the liner, minimization or elimination of the strain incompatibility

will result. The high strength and/or modulus values attributed to

filament-wound organic composites can be attributed largely to the

reinforcing filament; thereforei a higher modulus composite jacket

requires the' utilization of a higher modulus filament.

b. Induced,,Comoressive Stresses and Strains Into the -iner:

This may be done to the liner before winding, through an auto-

frettage process (i.e., inducing favorable residual stresses in the

liner) or during fabrication by winding the filaments under tension.

In the latter method, both the jacket and liner are left with residual

compressive stresses, Upon pressurization, the 'liner must strain from

a negative value, through zero, to a positive value. Since total strain

tequals the absolute sum of its negative and ,positive strains, a condition

is set up in the liner whnreby- it could, theoretically, double its maxi-

mtm strain and ypt. reain el4sAtlc.

2



,INTRODUCTION

I. General

'The strength properties of orgarttc composites are directly related
to the reinforcing filaments. Table I'ilsts the physical properties

( of the most tommerciatly •usdd filaments. Extensive R&D eftort and
money have been spent over the last six years on graphite and: boron

filaments because of their high strength/density ratios. This prop-
erty •is extremely Liiportant in the aerospace field and, needless to

say, costs money tW obtain it . For instance, the aforementioned fila-

ments' cost was about $300 06 $500/lb when this project commenced.

Today they still range in the $200 t6 $350/lb •category which makes
- them almost prohibitive for large-scale use in ordnance items.

This study concerns itself with readily available, inexpensive,
high strength, and high modulus steel filaments. The use of steel

fil~aments as the reinfoicing agent in organic composites is not entire-

ly new. In the early 1960's the Bendix Corporation 2 investigated the
possibility of utilipiAng high strength steel wire for the fabrication

of the early Polaris composite •ocket cases.

Their efforts seemed encouraging; however, the Navy at that time
decided to go itith fiberglass because of its more extensive use and
known design criteria. Since that time Ver,; little effort has been

0 directed toward tI,,e use of steel wire in filament-wound composites.

With the advent of advanced composites, boron, graphite,, and beryllium

ff laments have drawn most of the R&D efforts because of their admittedly

high specific strength and specific modulus (Table 1).
2. W•rts, W.E., "Fabrication of Wire-Wound Ves.,els for Mortar Cases,"presented at the National Aer.ospace Mfanufacturing Forum,Los Angeles Meeting S.A.E., October 1961.

3



TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF CONTINUOUS FIBROUS REINFORCEMENTS

Densit Ten. Str bpec. Str Elas, Mod Spec Mod

gier Tvpe F.ber. Material LBS/INN' PSI X IN X 106 PSI-X,106 l Ie I x 710

Glass E-Glass 0.092 1500 5.4 10.5 11,4

S-Glass 04090 650 7.2 12,6 14.0

4H-1 0,096 730 7,6 14,5 15.1

SA0 0.079 850 10.8 10.5 13.3
2

Polycrystal- Al0 '00.114 300 2,6 25.0 21.9

line Zro2  0.175, 300 1,7 50.0 28.6

Carbon-Graphite 0,057 250 4,4 40.0 70.0

Boron Nitride 0.069 200 2.9 m3ub 18.8

MutiPhase Borc'-/Tungsten 0.095 40042 55.0 57.8

Boron/S10 2  0,085 330 3.9 53,0 62,,5

B4C/B/W 0.095 390 4.1 62.0 65.0

SiC/Tungsten 0.125 300 2.4 67.0 52,0

Metallic Tungsten 0.697 580 0.8 59.0 8,5

Molybdenum 0.369 320 0.9 52.0 114.1

Rene 41 0.298 290 1.0 24.0 8.1

Steel 0.280 600 2.1 29.0 10.3

SBeyllium 0.066 185 2.8 35,0 53.0

0" 4



The biggest drawback to the use of steet wire, in the eyes of

the aerospace investigators, is its density. This explains why steel

filaments, with a density of 0.2801bs/in 3, were ne7er considered.

However, from an ordnance point of view, where the chief material

competitor is high strength steel, and cost becomes important because

production lots per weapon can run into the mil-lions, the investigation

o'f steel wire composites becomes more acceptable.

This project was iniitiated to determine the feasibility of uti-

lizing lighter weight steel wire composites in cannon items and, in

particular, the fabrication of such items by the filament winding

technique.

The following describes the "steel filaments" used and the ")fila-

ment ;iinding" technique employed.

II. Steel Filaments

The filaments utilized throughout this study were supplied by the

National Standard Company, Niles, Michigan. In the early 60's, National

Standard collaborated with Bendix Corporation in its Polaris, rocket case

work and realized that, for steel filaments to compete with fiberglass,

very high strength steel would be required to make the strength-to-weight

ratio comparable to fiberglass. As a result of their work, special pro-

'• •prietary processes were developed which allowed them to produce carbon

and stainless steel wirne with 207. greacer tensile strengths than the

3
presently available music wire as shown in Table IT3

3. National Standard Company, Technical Data Bulletin #SifT-101,
March 1968.
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TABLE II

MINIMUC TENSILE STRENGTHS (KSI) VS. WiRE DIAMETER*

Standard Carbon Steel NS-355

Wire Diameter (ins.) Music Wire Rocket Wire Rocket Wire

0,004 439 575 500

0.006 415 540 475

0.008 39: 525 450

0.010 387 49 5 445

0.012 377 475 435

0.015 365 440 420

0.018 356 425 415

0.020 350 415 407

0.025 341 395 397

0.030 330 385 393

* Source: National Standard Co. data

kv
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This project includes the study of both carbon steel Rocket Wire

and NS-355 stainless steel Rocket Wire. Their physical and chemical

properties are listed in Table III.

Remarks:

1. Carbon steel filament, if not coated, is very susceptible to

corrosion. Most suppliers can provide this filament with

coatings such as brass, zinc, tin, cadium, and others.

2. Stainless steel filament has a very high corrosion resib cance

* :, but may be- susceptible to stress corrosion.

3. Carbon steel Rocket Wire when comnared to standard music wire,

* shows a 15% increase in the torsional nroportional limit and

a 10% improvement in torsional yield Doint (at 0.2% offset).

4. The NS-355 stainless wire has the highest proDortional limit

(192 ksi), making it one ,of ihe most elastic materials

available on the market.

One of the steel filament's most important characteristics besides

its obvious advantage 6f high strength and high modulus, is its extremely

high composite efficiency. The composite effici'ency of steel wire is

4695%', whereas for glass it is 58%5; and, for b6ron 70%i

4. Rosato, D.V. and Grove, C.S., "Filament Winding," John Wiley
and Son, New York, New York, 1964, p. 180.

5. Rosato, D.V. and Grove, C.S., "Filament Winding," John Wiley
and Son, New York, New York, 1964, p. 180.

6. Rosato, D.V. and Grove, C.S., "Filament Winding," John Wiley
and Son, New York, New York, 1964, p. 66.

7



Composite efficilency is -the 2'atio of the composites' test strength

to theoretical composit- strength.. The steel wire ratio -actually means

that 95% of the filam.ent-s strength g6e; Into high strength combosites

or, it also suggests: (Ia) no loss in strength is caused b- mechanical damage

TABLE IV 1

PHYSICAL AND CHE:MICAL PROPERTIES OF R'OCKEFT -WIRE

CHEMISTRY:

Weight (A%)

Carbon Steel NS-355

-Elements Abcket Wire Rocket,.Wire

Carbon '0.80 - 1,00 0.10 - .18

Manganese 0.25 - 1.00 -

Nickel - 4.0 - 5,0

Molybdenum 2.0 - 3.0

Chromium 15.0 -16.0

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS:

Carbon Steel NS-355

Density Rocket Wire Rqcket Wire.

LBS./IN, 3  .2833 .282

GMS°/CC 7.841 7.805

Thermal Expan-

sion Coefficient

68 - 2120 F 6,4X10 IN/IN/OF

68 - 1150OF 7.2XIO6 IN/IN/OF

8
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from the windn- aoperation, and (b) good bond between filament and

matrix. In sunmary-, if wires having tenstle strengths of 500,000 psi

are utiliied, one can expect composite materials with strengths exceed-

ing 300,000 psi and: this is a major reason for investigating the feasi-

-bilrity of using wire in or4nance items.

It is not within the scope of thiý report to explain filament

-- .nding fabrication in detail. iany informative books and technical

7,8,'9reports have been written on this sub-' As a brief introduztion,

however, filament winding can be des.ribed as a fabrication technique

-for' forming lightweight composite parts having high strength aind/or high

modulus properties.. The fabrication techniqda is made possible by ex-

ploiting the remarkable strength and modulus propertics of continuous

filaments. These filaments are impregnated with a suitable organic

resin system (matrix) and are then actually wound upon a form (mandrel)

which corresponds in shape to the desired interior configuration .pf the

fabricated component (Figure 1). The mandrel may be removed or disposed

-of after the organic resin has been cured, or it may remain an integral

part of the completed structure as in the case of a gun tube liner.

This simple explanation indicates that filament winding is an ideal

composite fabrication technique for cannon tubes, and other pressure

vessels having suitable surfaces of revolution.

7. Rosato, D.V. and Grove, C.S.,, "Filament Winding," John Wiley
and Son, New York, New York, 1964.

8. Shibley, A., Peritt, H., and Eig, m., "A Survey of Filament
Winding,"PLASTEC Report #1Gi, Picatinny Arsenal, May 1962.

9. Newling, D.O., "Fil\ament ;"inding: A Critical Survey of
Materials, Processes and Applications," U.K. Atomic Energy
"Authority, AWRE Report No. 081/63.

9



The windiug machine utilized throughout this stu'Ay was a commer-'

ciaL. laboratory-type winder slh6own in Figures 1 and 2. This horizontal-

C•- type winder has a chain driven carriage and is capable of winding pictes

having a maximum diameter of 12" and an overall length of 60". It

can win-d in both helical k(1Vo'to 850) and circumferential i odes.

One of the greatest advantages of composite materials over homo-

geneous isotropic tnateri'als (such as steel) is that the directional

strength ratio can be varied, with the structuie. This enables ,the

designer to conceive of structures in which the material is \utilized

with a high degree of efficiency and results in even further weight

reduction. In filament winding, this variance of directional strength

is accomplished by use of bqth helical and hoop winding.

SThe winding machine tay be envisaged as a lathe where the mandrel

sets horizontally between centers similar to the lathe's headstock and

tailstock. The filament feeding head is chaln-driven and is linked to

the machine's headstock throug& an idler gear. As the mandrel is rotated

about its longitudinal axis, the feeding head traverses backwards and

forwards the length of the mandrel (Figure 3,).

If the Re (ratio of rpm of ,andrel drive shaft/idler sprocket) of

the machine is preset at a l:j ratio then increasing or decreasing the

size of the timing sprockets will vary the carriage traversing speedi,

When the helical gear drive is employed, this leads to an increase or

decrease in the helical winding angle. A second gear drive changes the

winding mode from helical to circumferential. In this gear drive a

separate control (Zero-max) regulates the traversing speed of the

carriage and thereby controls the filament spacing when circumferential

windings are used.

10
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There are :basically three winding modes with a•ry type of fllament,

winder: circumferential, longitudinal, and helical.

1. Circumferential: Most (:ommonly called hoop windA.•'s 'becouse

here the filament is laid down essentially at 900 to the axis of the

mandrel. Hoop windings are capable of resisting hoop stresses on.y.

2. Longitudinal: Longitudinal windings are laid down along the

axis of the mandrel and are capable of resisting longitudinal stresses

only. For some pressure vessels, like a gun tube, it is necessary to

withstand longitudinal loads whether they be in the form of acceleration

forces from firilng, gun tube droop, or just from dropping of tube during

handling.

It is quite appaze~nt that with a lathe-type winder it is impossible

to wind at 00 to the mandrel. Longitudinal reinforcements can be hand-

laid on the mandrel any time during the winding sequence and a dni-

directional, fabric material of the desired reinforcement is generally

used to develop this longitudinal strength.

3. Helical: '4hen integral-end closures are required, or components

themselves have slopes of more ,than 300, or hand-laid longitudinal fihers

become impractical, helical winding patterns are employed. The actual

helix angle will depend on the relative rotating speed of the mandrel

to the traversing speed of the feed.

In a thin walled, enclosed cylinder subject A' to internal pressure,

_ the hoop stiess is twice the longitudinal stiess. It can be shown through

, 10
a netting analysis that the theoretical maximum strength/weight ratio

"for this type of pressure vessel can be obtained at a winding angle of 54.75°.

2 '10. Rosato, D.V. and Grove, C.S., "Filament Winding," John Wiley
and Son, New York, New York, 1964, p. 193.
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In this case, helical windings can replace both circumferential and

longitudinal patterns. In general practice, however, most pressure

P vesaels- are a combination of circumferential alorr with the helical

winding patterns fn order to obtain better interlaminar shear strengths

within the composite.

Sample calculations required to set up winder and mandrel for

winding are presented in Appendix A.

CHARACTERIZATION

At the initiation of the program, the need for characterization

of the Wire Reinforced Plastic (WAP)- system was realized. Physical

..d mechanical testing of raw materials and sample lots of wire compos-

ites were performed to obtain basic data on this high strdhgt-h steel

reinforcement system.

Initial WRP specimens were produced from sample lots of 4 mil 1096

steel and -6 mil 1070 steel music wire supplied by National Standard Co.

The vendor's specification- for these com0•o• types of wire were minimum

ultimate tensile strengths of 439 and 350 ksi, respectively. Twelve mil

1065 wire was ',lso investigated on a sample basis and was found to be

too large a diameter and too low in strength for practical winding usage.

Actual winding tests indicated that the 6 mil wire offered the best trade-

I off in tensile strength Nersus ease of handling in winding. After this

irn.tial samDle evaluation, further work was carried out with two lots

of the higher strength 6 mil Rocket Wire available from the same vendor.

0~i



These were NS-355 Stainless Steel Rocket Wire having a minimum tensile

strength of 435 ksi (435 ksi tensile wire was accepted in lieu of the

stated 475 ksi minimum in order to speed delivery dc;tes), and bi-ass-

coated Carbon Steel Rocket Wire with a minimum strength of 540 ksi.

These stated strengths were verified in the laboratory and results

are shown undet (a) and (b) of "Material Tests".

Several tesin matrices were investigated to select one showing

optimurm cuz4d properties and exhibiting ease of handling for winding

operations. The iystems considered were as follows:

l.. Shell Epoh 828 resin with General Mills Varsamid 140 polyamide

hardener in equal parts.

j2. Shell Epon 828 resin (100 parts-) with CIBA 906 Araldite

Hardener, a low viscosity anhydride cure (80 parts),and an amine

accelerator in two parts/hundred (pph) resin. Accelerators used were

-BDMA, DMP-30, or )DMP-10.

3. A polyfunctional epoxy novalac designated as CIBA EPN1138 was

used in equal parts with the above CIBA 906 with i-4 pph accelerators

as mentiondd in #2' above.

4 I. Material Tests:

Specimens of 0.006" diameter Rocket Wire and the epoxy matrix

were checked to verify mechanical proper ties.

a. Stainless steel NS-355 wire tensile tests agreed well with

specification values and gave the following average data from eleven

specimens taken at random from spools of the total fifLy-pot.nd lot:

16
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Ultimate Tensile Strength: 435 ksi

Yield Strength (.2% offset): 425 ksi

7. Etpngation: 5.5

b. The lot of brass-coated Carbon, steel wire also fell within

S- specifications and gave the following average data for nine random

samples:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 540 -ksi

Yield Strength (.2%-offs&t),: 490 ksi

-% Elongation: 6.8

c. Propertiý.'q of the epoxy' matrix material were studied in cured

sheet for,'. F Lt plate Specimens -were cast. using the Shell 828 -

CIBA 906 - BJDMA matrix material and normal cure cycle. These plates,

V approximately 0.11" in thickness, were cut on a milling machine to

I ,standard flat tensile specimens (ASTMM, ,D-638') having a gage length of
1,25" and width of 0.25". Results of tensile tests using formica tabs

"in 14 samples Are summarized below:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: Range - 8 to 12 ksiI Average - 11.5 ksi

I Yield Strength (.2% offset): Average - 10.8 k3i

7^ Elongation: Average - 12

I II. Pull-Out Tests:

Samples designed to measure shear resistance of resin to wire1 11
C 'pull-out were prepared and teted. In this test a 1.0" diameter

matrix ring, 1/4 to 1/2" long, was cast around a single kangth of re-

inforcing material. The steel used to simulate reinforcement was 12 mil

11. Marshail, D.W., "Research on Wire-Wound Composite Materials,"
M.I.T. Report #R62-43, November 30, 1962.
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1065 wire and 1/8" 1095 drill rod. Titanium rods of 1/8" diameter were

included in the pull-out tests for comparison purposes and to simulate

adhesion to the liner material. The force required to remove the rein-

I forcement, at a rate of 0,,0l"/mrin, from the matrix under shear was

measured by the Tinius-Olsen Tensile machine ,and converted to pull-out

strengths. Testing of the various resins and' the effect of several

surface treitments of the steel and titanium are summarized in Tables IV,

Vi and VI.

Thesg results show a marked increase in resin adhesion if the

material is cleaned prior to the 'bonding. Smaller differences can be

seen from one type of epoxy to another with the ultimate bond approaching

strengths of 3000 psi which is the shear strength of the resin itself.

The smaller differences noted between formulations thus become almost

insignificant when compared to increases in v.hesion gained in an

effective pretreatment. A resin system exhibiting low viscosity for

good impregnation, extended room temperature pot life, and a relatively

short elevated temperature cure cycle is ideal for winding applications.

The system chosen for further study was the system employing 'Shell 828

epoxy resin, CXBA 906 anhydride curing agent, and BDMA amine accelerator.

This system exhibited an optimum combination of the desired properties.

Density tests on this matrix material yielded a value of 1.22 gm/cc

(0.044#/Ln3).

18
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TABLE IV

RESIN PULLOUT TEST-: 1095 STEEL (1/8" ROD)

PULLOUT SHEAR STRENGTHS (pi)

MEAN VALUES

TRICHLOROETHYLENE VAPOR DEGREASED AND

RESIN TYPE SOLVENT CLEANED PHOSPHATE COATED

828/906/BDMA 1660( 5 )• 2820(4)

826'/DMP3O 1480 1520
(6) ' (2)

"138/906/ACCEL. 150 (2) 2615(9)

TABLE V

RESIN PULLOUT TESTS: 106,5 STEEL (.012" WIRE)

PULLOUT SHEAR STRENGTHS (-psi)

RESIN TYPE NO PREREATMENT HOT• CAUSTIC/TOLUENE

CtYEANING TREATMENT

RANGE naN RANGE MEAN

828/906/BDMA

Group 1 ---•110(1)0 * 1465 - 1720 1600 (4'

828/906/BDMA

Group- 2 1175 - 1340 1260(3) 1245 - 1670 14U0(3)

828/906/BDMA

Postcured 1220 - 1225 1225(2) 1675 - 1865 1770(2)

18 hrs @ 350°F

1I38/906/BDMA 594 - 685 650 656- 688 670(2)
1 ~(3)(2

(NOVALAC)

* Subscripts denote number of

samples (S/N).

19
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TABLE VI

RESIN PULLOUT TESTS: 1/8" DIA. TITANIUM ROD

PULLOUT SHEAR STRENGTHS (psi, mean)

RESIN SYSTEM TYPE

SURFACE 828/906"/BDMA IN 1138/906/BDMA I"JN

PRETREATMENT 50/40/1. RATIO 50/50/1. RATIO

WIRE BRUSHED
& SOLVENT WIPED 2025. 9375.-

VAPOR BLASTED 2780. 3115.

ACID ETCHED*t 3245. 3045.

"SAND BLASTED 3310. 3205.

Notes: 1. Three samDles were tested for

each value shown above.

I2. Acid Etch Reference: Lee and

Neville. Composition = 15gm NaF,

7.5 gnm Cr• 3 , 75 gmn H2 SO,4 in 375 m

S20. Etched 60 sec A 400C .

20
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III. Flat Specimen Tests:

Efforts in producing valid tensile/modulus specimens were directed

towards samples of several geometries. The initial windings were

produced circumferentially on a drum 11" in:ýdiameter by 7" long

(Figure 4c). Reinforcement used was the 4 and 6 mul carbon steel and

8 mul AFC77 stainless wire, while the resin matrix was the 'Shell 828,

CIBA 906, and BDMA accelerator previously selected. Numerous specimens

of 2, 3 and 4 layers thick were wound producing samples with a reinforce-

ment weight fraction of 89%. Some difficulties were encountered in

machining these wound specimens to produce flat tensile samples.

Transverse cuts across the reinforcement frequently produced a shatter-

ing of the brittle epoxv matrix. The curvature of the fully cured speci-

men ,also produced an undesirable effect. Several of these composite

windings were produced with the resin advanced to the partially cured

B-stage. Flat specimens were then made by removing the windings and

accomplishing the final cure between clamped plates in an oven at 350 0 F,

Alignment of the reinforcement was difficult to retain during cure with

some wires giving a "fishtail" effect. Additional samples were given

the final cure at P I between plates of a 100-ton press. Only slight

improvement was gained using this method.

To correct this Droblem. a mandrel was designed (Figure 4a) to wind

two flat specimens 1/2" wide by 9g,,5" long. The drive on the winding

machine was modified with a cam giving 1/2" lateral travel so that the

wire spacing could be accurately controlled. These specimens can then

be tested with a minimum of machining to separate the two sections

21
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at the radius. Formica tabs were used to grip ppecimen6 in the tensile

machine.

The representative range of data shown below is given 'br 4inforv-

matibn purposes. 'The values are felt to be low becaus'e of problems

mentioned in sample preparation and in tensile mount fixturing of flat

l'aiinate specimens. Data was generated from 22 specimens of four-layer

composites of unidirectionally wire reinforced epoxy.

Elastic Modulus: 1'3 to 15 x 10b psi

Ultimate Tensile Strength:. 1.5 to 2 x 105 psi

Yield Strength' (.2% offset): I to 1.9 x 105 psi

4/• Elongation: 3 to 10

* IV. NOL Ring Tests:

The use olf "NOL Rings" has become a common test for evaluation of

"the cylindrical strengths of reinforzed composites. The standard tensile

ring, developed by the Naval Ordnance Laboratories 12 has the following

dimensions: 5.75" inside diameter by 0.25" wide by 0.125" thick. A view

of an NOL mandrel with a filament wound sample is shown in Figure 4b.

Rings ,wound to these dimensions are tested in a tensile machine by

utilizing a "split-D" test jig to apply the load to the specimen. Figure

5a presents a schematic of NOL tests and equations for calculations of

stress and modulus.
Two NOL rings (0.10" thick rather than the standard 0.125" thickness),

made from 8.4 mil AFC77 and 4 mil Carbon steel wires, respectively, were

12. Erickson, P.W., Perry, H.A., and Barnet, F.R., "Status of the NOL
Ring Test for Glass Roving Reinforced Plastics," SAMPE Filament
Ivindirg Conference Transactions, March 1961, p. 246.
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wound and loaded in tension to the maximum of 'the tensile machine

(10,000 lbs). This load, equivalent to 200,000 psi tensile stress,

was carried by the ring with- no failure.

In the course of carrying out these tests, the investigators re-

cognized the difficulty in effectively determining the modulus from

the standard NOL ring. Efforts were spent on modifying the "dees"

whereby the four edges were highly polished back about 1" to eliminate

any gripping or frictional problems during the test.. The "dees" were

also cut back leaving about 1" of unsupported ring which provided an

area for the mounting of strain gages and an extensometer. Although

this latter method was a definite improvement, it was still difficult

to obtain pertinent data from the standard ring.

Future work is planned with.samples prepared and tested ti-tiiizing

the "Racetrack Split-D" 13 which appears to be a distinct improvement

over the standard NOL tensile test. The fixture, shown in Figure 5b,

provides, for a straight section adjacent to the split in the "dees"

which substantially reduces the high bending stresses encountered ,in

the NOL test. These bending moments in the ring, where, the split occurs,

leads to test data which is not truly representative of composite strength.

The "racetrack" provides a flat section on which strain gages may be

mounted to record load-strain properties.

13. Dow, N.F., Shu, L.S., Rosen, B.W., and Zwehen, C.11.., "Design
Criteria and Concepts for Fibrous Composite Structures," Final
Report under NASA Contract #NASw-1377, July 1967, p. 96.
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FABRICATION AND TESTING

A. COMPOSITE TEST CYLINDERS

The results of the initial characterization of bond strength and

unidirectional tensile strength indi'cated that the steel wire/epoxy

system was, indeed, a ,feasible. composite system. The next objective

was to determine the overalr fabrication techniques needed to effect-

ively produce cylinders from this composite system.

It was the intent of this project to utilize metallic liners to

provide the necessary abras',.on resistance to the tube. These liners

should also provide the tube with the necessary longitudinal strength

so that only circumferentially wrapped filaments are needed to provide

the hoop strength. The ,following fabrication techniques involve only

hoop-ýwrapped steel wire for this reason. It is possible, however, to

helically wind this reinforcement in the same manner as glass, boron,

and graphite.

Single wires and four wire band widths (.025") have been helically

wound in this laboratory. The major disadvantage in helically winding

a rigid reinforcement like steel or boron is that the thin band widths

result in many filament crossover points. These crossover points

I o produce areas rich in resin and/or voids which can lead to premature

failure of the composite.

This project concerned itself with the fabrication of steel wirc/

epoxy composite jackets wound over three different liner materials.

The liners selected were fiberglass, titanium, and steel.

26
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1. Fiberglass Liners

Initial experience in fabrizating and testing composite yessels

was obtained from filament winding giass liners with the steel/epoxy

system. Four pressure vessels were fabricated with the following

dimensions and characteristics:

a. All cylinders were 1-1.5" in length by 3.685" inside
diameter.

b. Cylin6ner il consisted entirely of pre-preg E-glass
(E-787/bE-801 - U. S. Polymeric Corp.) while the other
three consisted of the helically wound E-glass (liners)
and a hoop wound Jacket made of four layers of 6 mil
high carbon steel vire in place of some of the glass.

In all cases, no additional resin was added to the wire. The entire

winding operation was done under infrared lamps which caused excess

resin from the --re-preg to• flow sufficiently to wet each layer of the

steel wire. Winding patt'erns and test results are shown in Table VII.

This initial qualitative test was another step forward in estab-

lishing #!be feasibility of utilizing steel wire as a reinforcing fila-

--n The wire reinforcement could -certainly be handled on conventional

winding equipment with little trouble and the qualitative data from this

test showed that the specimens which contained the wire layers, although

having a wail thickness only 4/5 of the all-glass cylinders, had a 30%

increase in hoop strcngth. This indicated" that the wire was contributing

greatly to the composites' overall burst strength.

The encouraging results of the qualitative test stimulated investi-

gation into further pressure testing ;hereby closer control of the design

parameters was maintained. (The design criteria used for this test is

27



TABLE VII

BURST PRESSURE DATA: E-GLASS/MUSIC. WIRE FILAMENT WOUND (3mrnm) CYLINDERS

CYLINDER DESIGNATION

1 3 4 5

WINDING 10 Helix-Glass 4 Helix-Glass G Helix-Glass 6 Helix-Glass

4 Hoopý-Wire 4 Hoop-Wire 4 Hoop-Wire

PATTERN (LAYERS) 7 Hoop-Glass 4 Hoop-Glass 3 Hoop-Glass 3 Hoop-Glass

"WALL 0.125 0.087 0. 100 0.100

THICKNESS (IN.)

DYNAMIC 7,6 7.9 8.q 8.1

PRESSURE (KSI)

HOOP 112 166 165 148

STRENGTH (KSI)

STRAIN (%) 1.67 2,28 2.50 3.00
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shown in Appendix B). In this second test, all the cylinders were,

fabricated to 2.398" I.D. and 10" in length and were fabricated in

pairs, i.e., two halves cut from one longer wound cylinder.

For this test, the cylinders were designed assu~mig a 4 to 1 ratio

of hoop-to-longitudinal stress. Although there are little or no longi-

tudinal stresses generated in the testing proedure utilized for rup-

turing these cylinders, the 4 to 1 ratio is generally utilized in

designing recoilless rifles and was selected for this test. An attempt

was made in this test to develop all of the required longitudinal .,trength

with E-glass alone, wound at the pre-selected hefcal angle. The required

C( hoop strength was then developed by hoop winding a jacket of either E-glass

or steel filaments.

Materials

The pre-preg E-glass utilized for this test was 20-end roving E-787/

E-801 (U. S. Polymeric Corp.). This system is made of E-801 glass, impreg-

nated with an epok, -esin formulation which is very similar to the Epon-828/

anhydride/amine resin used by this laboratory for its wet winding. The

average tensile strength of the impregnated roving was 275,000 psi.

The steel wire used in fabricating the steel wire/epoxy jackets was

the 6 mil NS-355 Rocl'et Wire with an average tensile strength of 435,000 psi.

The resin formulation selected for utilization with the steel wire

was Epon-828 (100 parts), CXBA-906 (80 parts), and BDMA (2 parts). This

resin system, which showed good bond strength in the pull-out test, is

almost a replica of the resin system used it, the pre-preg glass.

-o
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Fabrication Technique

Four different. helical angles (55P64; 4506'; 33048'; 26040') were

seleczed for this test to provide the necessary longitudinal strength.

With each helical angle, 'two cylinders were wound with an all-hoop-wound

E-glass jacket, and two wth an all-hoop-wound steel wire jacket. (The

design criteria used for these test cylinders is shown in Appendix B).

j The tension on the E-glass was maintained at 0.33 lbs/end through

the use of a standard constant tensioning device (Figure 6). This tension

device allows for the presetting of any roving tension from 1/2 to 21 lbs.

The setting used throughout this work was 6-.6 lbs/roving.

Tension-was maintained on the steel wire through the use of spring-

loaded set screws on each of the individual spools which provided •the

necessary drag of the spools on their respective stationary axial rods

(Figure 7). This tension, constantly monitored with a hand portable

tensiometer, was maintained at 1.5 lbs/end throughout the winding by

tightening or loosening the set screws.

The pre-preg E-glass was wound directliy from its standard constant

tensioning device to the winder. The steel wire was run from the spools

through a solvent bath (perchloroethylene) on through a sandwiched,foam

wiper and then onto the winder for application to the cylinder (Figure 8a).

Additional resin was applied to the steel fibers by brushing resin on the

wire at the mandrel. As mentioned previously, the same resin formulations

are used in both the pre-preg glass and wet-wound steel wire, thus eiimi-

nating %ny problems that might arise from the use of dissimilar matrices.

3
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Figure 6 Tensioning Uevice for 1'repreg Glass Roving
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Test and Results .

These cylinders were pressure-tested at facilities available at

Sthe Watervliet Arsenal's Materials Engineering Branch 14 The test

fixture (Figure 9) permits the application of internal pressure with

the specimen in essentially the open-end condition, i.e., without end

restrictions. The strain gages on the inside of the fixture are cali-

brated to measure the pressure wtthin the specimen. The steel filler

sleeve is placed within the specimen to reduce the fluid volume needed

and the steel restraining rings prevent possible extrusion of the

pressure seals. Strain gages are also mounted on the individual cyl-

inders so that the strain of the cylinders during pressuriza'-.6t' can

be determined.

The test fixture is actuated by a hydrodynamic system operating

on the principle of energy storage in a liquid-charged accumulator.

Upon release, fluid transfer occurs into the fixture and teit specimen.

Through this manners dynamic pressures of 20,000 psi are obtainable with

the above equipment. The results of this test program are shown in Table VIII.

Figures 10 and 11 show the' sixteen cylinders after dynamic burst testing.

In almost all cases, a good center sectionrupture was realized. Center

ruptures are very desirous in this type of test because they negate the

possibility of stress concentrations being settup in the cylinders from

the end restrictions of the test facility.
C'

The prime reason for this test was to determine if cylinders fabricated

with steel filaments could be pre-designed in the same manner as conventional

14. Kendall, D., Eig, M. and Davis, D., "Effect of Loading Rate and
Winding Sequence on Fatigue and Rupture of Pressurized Filament-

- Wound Glass-Reinforced Plastic Cylinders," Picatinny Arsenal
Technical Report No. 3693, August 1968, p. 5.
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-reinforcements.. The all-glass cylinders, on the average, showed a 22%

increase in their actual burst strength ,over the designed pressure. The

glass and steel filament cylinders, on the other hand, showed an average

decrease in burst strength to designed strength of 17%.

The present theory of desilgn (Appendix B) of the composite tubes

with glass liners is only preliminary., A, number of refinements with appro-

priate experimental verifications remain to be explored; in particular,

inelastic behavior and the effect of filament crossovers.

Previous work shows that, "It may be possible for helical-wound

Scomposites to carry a higher load because of the internal, agency generated

by the crossovers."

This statement seems to agree with the results obtained with the

all-glass cylinders (Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7). Whdn helically-wound glass

b'1rers are reinforced with the hoop-wound steel filaments, different

results :,re obtained which might result because of -the use of materials

with dissimilar moduli.

± These reasons, along wkth the effect of pre-loading (tensioning)

of the filaments durifng winding, might explain these discrepancies and

,will be investigated ft',ly in future work.

In lieu of the above, the investigators felt that the steel fila-

ments are indeed comparable to the present state-of-the-art of filament

winding designing and, therefore, an additional two-phase fabrication

program, using monolithic metallic liners, was initiated. The first

phase involved the fabrication with titanium liners while the second

concerned itself with all-steel liners.

15. Tsai, S.W., Adams, D.F., and Donner, D.R., "Analysis of Composite
Structures," NASA Contractor Report #CR-620, NASA, Washington,
D.C., November 1966.
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2. Titanium Liners

The reason for investigating steel wire composites, was to find

a higher modulus composite system (in comparison to glass/epoxy) for

use as Jackets over metallic liners. A closer match of strain rates

between jacket and iLner should eliminate the buckling, problem expe-

rienced when glass/epoxy Jackets were coupled with metallic liners.

The Brunswick Corporation, Lincoln, Nebraska, under a contract

from Watervliet Arsenal, investigated the use of titanium as a suit-

able metallic liner. Titanium was selected because of its low density,

low modulus, and its relatively high strength and abrasion resistance

'for a non-ferrous metal.

Materials

The material selected for liner use was 6AI 4V titanium alloy

with the following physical properties:

Tensile Strength 170,000 psi

Yield Strength 150,000 psi

Elastic Modulus 17 x 10 6 psi

Tubing with 3.685" (+ .007") I.D. ýwas formed from 0.020" thick

by 24' long sheet stock which was round-welded and heat-rolled. The

tubing was then cut into 12" lengths for liner use. The tubing

supplier (Carpenter Steel Company) guarantees the strength of the

weld to be greater than the material itself.

The reinforcement wire utilized for this study was the 6 mil

diamete,ý NS-355 Rocket Wire, mentioned previously, having a-minimum
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tensile strength of 435,000 psi. The wire is supplied on single end

spool packages with an average of 5 lbs of wire/spool.

The matrix material for this study was the same (epoxy resin-

anhydride har~ldner-amine accelerator) system utilized throughout

the project.

The wire pret-reatment selected for this rha~e was one which was

recommended by Brunswick for use when bonding epoxy to stainless steel.

This pretreatment (Figure 8b) has been found (by Brunswick in the past)

to provide an excellent bond between' stainless steel and epoxy resins.

Several references were researched in regard to finding the optimum

surface preparation of the titanium for bonding to the wire/epoxy jacket.

IMany chemical etchants based on fluorides were cited but no direct etchant

versus bond strength was found. The easiest production pretreatment-

sand blasting followed by vapor degreasing-was tried on the first titanium

lined cylinder (S/N-4). This proved so successful that it was used for

the balance of the cylinders.

Fabrication Technique

An aluminum mandrel (6061) was turned from cylinder stock to the

required 3.685" O.D. It was 12" long with oversize lock rings attached

at each end which, were used to contain the titanium liner and to tie off

the reinforcement at the start and finish of winding. The steel wires

were set up on a rack holding six spools. The tension (2 lbs) on each

spool was controlled through the use of a spring-loaded washer working

on the side of the spool. The six wires were fed onto a common pulley
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to form a band width of approxdmateWy .036" wide. This band was then

fed through the pretreatment baths and a pass of 7' was provided from

the alcohol bath to nandrel to allow for drying of the wire. The

catalyzed resin was applied by brush and squeegee at the mandrel.

After the required thickness (layers) were wiound, additional local

reinforcement wa5 applied to the outboard 3" of cylinder at each cnd.

This tapered buildup was done to assure rupture in the 6" gage length

and it consisted of alternate layers of 143 glass cloth (unidirectional)

and hoop-wound steel (Ftgure 13) until an additional buildup of 0.156"

w bas obtained at the ends. Cylinders were gelled (tack-free) under an

infrared lamp in the winder for 4-6 hours while revolving slowly to

prevent resin run-off. Additional cure followed in a circulating ovlen

for two hours at 250°F and for two hours at 350 0F.

Test and Results

Six titanium lined cylinders were fabricate,, ;ith the steel epoxy

jackets under this contract. Cylinder Ncjs. S/N-4 through S/N-7 were

pressure-tested at Brunswick Co-poration's facilities ana the results

of this testing are shown in Table IX.

The test fixture consisted of a cold-drawn (C-114i) steel axis

threaded onto ends to take a heavy steel end fitting. All of the longi-

tudinal loads developed by the expansion of the specimen during the

hydrostatic pressurization would be taken out by the steel axis.

The problems involved in sealing the cylinders for pressurization

to 20,000 psi were difficult to solve. Initial sealing techniques called

for a fixture designed to seal each end of the test cylinder in epoxy resin.
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The hydraulic fluid, however, caused the cylinder wall to expand enough

to induce peel-loads on the bond between the epoxy and the specimen and

leak paths quickly developed.

This problem was finally solved by cutting: down the shaft of the

test fixture to allow the use of V-shaped leather cup seals backed with

a:steel ring. Even with this seal arrangement on the I.P. of the cylinder,

it was necessary to pot -the O.D. of each cylinder end with an aluminum-

filled epoxy in order to prevent the tube expansion from initiating leak

paths.

Cylinders S/N-l, S/N-2, and S/N-3 were the initial attempts br,

Brunswick at fabricating with steel wire. They were preliminary attempts

which did not contain the titanium liners and were never pressure-tested.

Cylinders S/N-4 and S/N-5, the first to contain the liners, were

designed to rupture at 20,000 psi. This is the capacity of this hydro-

static test facility and, as is shown in Table IX, great difficulty was

experienced in trying to burst these two cylinders. The design pressure

was lowered to 15,000 psi for cylinders S/N-6 and S/N-7. Cylinders 8 and' 9

were fabricated similar to 6 and 7 (without the build-ups at the end),

and sent to Watervliet Arsenal, but, to date, have not been tested.

Figure 16 shows a comparison between the composite cylinders tested

and a cylinder fabricated of conventional gun steel. With the composite

construction shown for the 20,000 psi burst pressure, wall thickness is

reduced by over 50% and the weight is reduced by almost 70%. A weight

saving of about 60% is also shown for the 14,000 psi burst composite

cylinder when compared against a similarly designed all-steel cylinder.
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This interim study demonstrated that the excellent tensile strength

of small wires (NS-355, Wire, in particular)-can be retained in a cylin-

drical composite utilizing commercial filament winding technology. When

the wire is wound with an epoxy matrix, it retains almost all its virgin

strength which greatly aids in the designing of composite structures.

3. Steel -Liners

The results experienced with the titanium liners and steel wire

jackets led the investigators to believe that lightweight recoilless

rifles (R.R.) could be successfully designed, fabricated, and tested.

A finished conventional 106mm M4OA1 tube was procured and modified

for use as a rifled steel liner. The conventional Lube (Figure 17) is

made of gun steel and is 9' long. This tube was first cut in half into

2 each 54" lengths. The 54" muzzle section was then cut into two

sections (OCL-l and OCL-2) and machined to the dimensions shown in Figure 18%,

The difference between #1 and #2 lies in. the fact that the wall thickness

in the 12" gage length is different for each one. OCL-1 has a wall thick-

ness of 0.100" (from the groove depth of the tifling ýo the outside) while

OCL-2 has a 0.050" wall.

These two cylinders were fabricated to act as test samples to assure

correct design and fabrication techniques before the stub (54") 106mm

R.R. was prepared.

Hateriali

The steel liners themselves are conventional gun steel (modified

4330 steel) with an ultimate yield strength of 160 Usi and ultimate
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tensile strength of 185 ksi. Both cylinders were)machined co a,12"

J gage length with a 50 taper back to the large O.D. and differ only in

their wall thicknesses.

The 6 mil NS-355. Rocket Wire was again utilized as the jacket

reinforcement and the same epoxy-anhydride-amine resin sysetem was used

for the matrix. Individual tensile samples were taken from the four

:spools of wire (two samples taken before and again after winding). The

average wire tensile strength for these 16 samples was 457,000 psi. This

value shows a 5% increase over the original 435,000 psi tensile strength

and was utilized in the, design computations shows Appendix RB.

Fabrication Technique

For these, rather heavy test cylinders, aluminum (6061) end, caps

I (Figure 19) -wero fabricated to support these liners during the winding

sequence. In this test, the wire was fed simultaneously from four spools

to form an approximate band width of .025". The wire pretreatment selected

was the solvent-wipe technique and the catalyzed resin was applied by

brush and squeegee at the mandrel. No unusual difficulties were en-

countered in winding-the circumferential layers in this manner.

To assure a good bonding between the steel wire/epoxy jacket and

steel liner, the entire outside diameter of the cylinder was sand-blasted

and then wiped thoroughly with solvent (MEK) just before winding.

Cylinder OCL-l was filament wound with 23 layers of hoop winding

A ILn the 0.100" wall gage length. The larger shoulder sections received

only 19 layers of hoop windings. NO w.lippagc or other difficulties were
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WI

experienced in hoop winding the 50 slopes from the liner's gage length

section to larger shoulder sections. Tension was maintained at

1.5 lbs/end through the use of the spring-loaded set screws.

The average number of ends/linear in&. for the 23 layers was

151.6 and the O.D. buildup in the gage length was 4.670". Before the

wire windings were applied, the O.D. in gage length was 4.4126" *, the

wall thickness of the composite jacket after winding was 0.122".

T-ie cylinder was allowed to revolve slowly in the winder under

infrared lamps for five hours. After this time it was completely

gelled (tack-free), and was then nlaced in an air-circulating o4en

for 3-1/2 hours at 350 0F. (Figure 20 c&d)

* Before the actual winding, two strain gages (B-L-H tvye SR-4)

were mounted directly on the steel liner in the middle of the

gage length. These gages were mounted 1800 apart and the lead

wires were run parallel to the axis of the cylinder to tabs

mounted at the edge of one of the shoulders as shown in Figure

20a. These gages were mounted in order to continually monitor,

iduring the pressure cycle, the strain of the liner at the

liner-jacket interface and the tangential strain readings during

pressurization. In order to protect the gages and lead wires,

ore complete layer of pre-preg E-glass was hoop-wound over the

entire cylinder (Figure 20b), This E-glass layer was allowed

to gel in the winder by applying infrared heat before the start
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of the steel wire winding. The OD, of the liner, with the

E-glass protective layer,, was 4,426" and this is the reason for

the discrepancy betwoen this, O.D. value and the machined figure

of 4.408".

A continuity check on the gages was monitored pariodically

durink winding and remained i:-'act throughout the winding

operation. However, after cure of ti.. -vlinder, both circuits

had shorted out and this interface data was not obtained.

Test and Results

Before the pressurization test, the finished cylinder was again

strain-gaged. Four gages were externally mounted 900 apart in the

center of the gage length as shqwn inF g.ure 21. Constant monitoring

of these gages was maintained by attachment of the lead wires to a

SR-4 strain indicator (B-L-H).

The PDessure equipment utilized for this test is shown schematically

in Figure 22. The facility manufactured by an American Company, cons-ists

of a pressure balance (100 ksi) with hand-operated hydraulic pump, pressure

intensifier, and a 15,000/ib pressure gage. The testing equipment is capa-

ble of generating and measuring 15,000 lbs pressure utilizing the hydrau-;ic

pump alone. By utilizing the valve system shown in the schemaiic, the

intensifier (a differential piston device) can be added to the system.

tio inctease the pressure capability to 100 ksi. Pressurc is
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held at the desired level in the test cylinder and measured by the

pressure balance utilizing the dead-weight gage, floating Diston

principle.

The cylinder itself was given an extremely harsh internal

pressurization test with this type equipment. The pressure was

raised',from 0 to 20,000 psi in a neriod of 10 minutes. It was

-brought up and held in 5, 000 psi increments while the strain was

recorded on all four gages. However, the 5,000 psi increment from

20 to 25 ksi rewuired another 15 minutes. From 25 ksi to failure,

the pressure was raised and held in 1,000 psi increments. About

five minutes elapsed between these inicrements so that another 20

minutes elapsed before the cylinder finally ruptured at exactly

29,000 psi. For 60 minutes the cylinder remained entirely under

internal pressure and this extremely slow rate is a severe tyne of

burst test.

The strain measurements are shown in Table X, and a plot -f the

strain vs. pressure readings is shown in Figure 23. The actual burst

pressure of 29,000 psi shows a~good correlation to the designed pressure

of 29,343 psi which was determined from computer program explained in

Appendix C. The external strain gages indicated what would appear it

first to be yielding at around 17,500 psi. However, this knee that

occurs in the pressure-strain curve of this composite jacket/steel

liner cylinder is not indicative of an overall yield of the cylinder.
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TABLE X

COMPOSITE TEST CYLINDER (106mmY: STRAIN VS. PRESSURE

STRAIN - p INS./IN.

(KSI GAGE #1 GAGE #2 GAGE #3 GAGE #4 AVERAGE

0 0 0 0 0 (Trial Run)

5 1635 1635 1610 1670 1638

10 3285 3285 3360 3345 3319

0 15 20 20 20 19

0 0 0 0 0 (Test)

5 1630 16 '4) 1660 1665 1646

10 3280 3265 3355 3340 3310

15 4990 4990 5120 5110 5053

20 7945 7845 8255 8135 8045

25 12145 11840 12785 12230 12250

26 12220 12880 13965 13350 13104

27 14240 14000 15345 143c 14495

28 15550 150,70 out 113730 15450

29 1 9 lo, - out - Tube Failed

0 5195 4670 out 5110 4992
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Previous workI6 on filament-wound composites over homogeneous steel

liners has shown that up to the yield point of the-steel, both jacket

and liner contribute in resisting the interifal pressure. Beyond the

liner's yield point, the liner contribution is constant, while the

jacket load increases in a direct relationship to its modulus. This

overall effect produces a pressure-strain curve (shown in Figure 24)

that reaches the yieldzjstrain of the steel liner at a pressure equal

to the load capability of the liner plus that of the jacket at this

strain value. Be',ond this point, the c•tiosite cylinder curve

rises to burst pressure along a path parallel to the pressure-strain

relationship of the jacket itself.

Two views of the ruptured cylinder can be seen in Figures 25

and 26. (Excess filaments were removed before photos were taken.

The jacket consisted of a "birds-nest" of broken and twisted wires

just above the rupture.) Notice the absence of catastrophic failure

which is a general characteristic of most filament-wound composites.

At rupture, the liner bulged circumferentially over a length of 2 in.

SThe liner started to peel back at the ends of the bulged section

indicating that, beyond this ruptured section, the jacket held.

A comparison of the strength and weight of this composite

cylinder agaiat an all steel cylinder is shown in Figure 27. This

information clearly indicates that although a high density filament

16. Rosato, D.V. and Grove, C.S., "Filament Winding," John Wiley
and Son, New York, New York, 1964, p. 203.
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is used, the high-strength characteristics of this filament is such

that a great weight savings can be realized over high-strength gun

steels designed to the same internal pressures.

As previously mentioned, OCL-2, which was, the second pressure

cylinder cut from the conventional tube, was mac'hined similar to

OCL-1 ,except for its thinner wall thickness (0.050"). Lack of funds

prevented the winding and testing of this cylinder, However, future

work includes the fabrication and testing of this and other similar

cyiinders. These cylinders ,are scheduled for additional burst tests

"along with the static and dynamic fatigue testing.

-* B. COMPOSITE GUN TUBE

One of the prime objectives of th-is project was to design and

fabricate an actual gun component from-composite materials. In line

with this thinking and because of the encouraging preliminary data

gathered -fabrication of a 541" version of the 106mm R.Ro was

initiated. The 54" long tube was selected for f ,ication because

of the length limitation of the available winding machine. The

laboratory-type winder used throughout this program has the maximum

capacity of winding items up to 60" in length.

A modified composite 106mm R.R, gun tube was selected for this

work because of:

a. availability of conventional 106mm tubes which are produced

here at the Watervliet Arsenal;
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b. availability of conventional ammunition for test firing;

-c, general Army -interest in such a weapon for possible

utilization in Army her'icopters and light planes.

The, design criteria used in fabricating this weapon is shown in

Appendix C.

Materials

The 541" breech section of the same conventional 106mm tube which was

utilized for the steel liner test cylinders, was selected for theI liner material and was further modified according to Figure 28. After

Smachining,(Figure 29) the liner was given a magnaflux inspection to

assutý the absence of cracks.

The same type NS-355 wire (with the increased tensile strength

of 457 ksi) and epoxy formulation used in the steel lineai- study waa

used for fabricating the conposite jacket for this gun t,'be.

Fabrication Technique

As with the rifled test cylinders, similar Aluminum (6061) end

caps were fabricated to support and mount the tube liner in the

winding machine (Figure 00).

Four wires were again wound at the same time with the solvent-

wiper pretreatment. The tension on the wires was again controlled at

1.5H,/end through the use of the spring-loaded set screws. The

catalyzed resin was. painted and squeeged on the wires at the mandrel and

a bank of infrared lamps remained on during 90% of the winding time.
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The first two layers of hoop windings were laid down the entire

ledrgth of the liner from the muzzle collar to the breech collar.

The next eleven .layers were laid down from the muzzle collar to the

slope (gradually tapering the lay-downs). The final seven layers

were located to build up the chamber area (Figure 31).

After the winding operatIon, the coI-iposite tube was allowed to

gel or ,harden -for five hours on the rotating mandrel under the bank

of infrared lamps (seven lamps positioned equi-distant along, the

length of the tube) positioned 6" above the rotating tube. The tube

was fully, cured in a furnace for three hours at 350 0F. The final

cured ,dimensions are also shown in Figure 31.

Test cnd Results

This stub gun was tested by an actual proof firing performed at

Picatinny Arsenal in May of 3971. Two strain and two thermal gages

were mounted on the chamber section (900 apart)- at a point located

10" down from the breech end (point of maximum pressure). Five

standard rounds were fired through this stub gun and the results of

these firings are shown in Table XI. Firing was ,accomplished by

s;ýiporting the tube- i a standard 106mm M79 mount and attaching the

conv eVtional 106mm plenum chamber and nozzle. Modifications were

made to the mount to accept a 5" clamp centered 13" forward of the

plenum chamber threads (Figure 32).
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TABLE XI

TEST FIRING DATA: 106mm COMPOSITE R.R. '(STUB GUN)

TEST VELOCITY PRESS. STRAIN - /j INS/IN TEMPERATURE (OF)

NO. (FPS) (PSI) 6 O'CLOCK 12 O'CLOCK BEFORE AFTER OT

1 1328 - 2720 3340 - - -

2 1316 10,100 2620 - 70 1i13 43

3 1320 10,000. 2720 3250 62 104 42

4 1345 10,300 2750 3440 73 114 41

5 1325 10iO0UO 2760 3160 87 127 40

Report No. RF-266-71

Ammunition Test Branch

Picatinny Arsenal - Dover,, N.J.

Data measurements were obtain;d from following:

Velocity: 30' mean (1st screen 20' from muzzle, 2nd screen 20' from 1st screen)

Pressure: T-18 copper crusher gages inserted into base of cases

Strain: 2 gage types - FAE-25-1256; 120 ohm bridge + 7.5 volts

Temperature: Surface temperature transducer

Ammunition: 106mm M344A1 Inert Round - Lot #MA-17-1
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Some concern was initially felt in the fact that the 0.1" thick

steel liner must support more than 100 lbs weight (chamber, nozzle,

breech, and projectile) in a cantileyer fashion. This, coupled with

the fact that the recoil characteristics of such a stub gun were

unknown, resulted in the mount and suspended breech section being

sandbagged for stabilization. When it became apparent that whipping

was not a problem, the bags were removed and the last two rounds were

fired with the breech unsupported.

Upon return of the stub gun to the Watervliet Arsenal, the bore

was visually inspected via borescope and dimensionally inspected by

star-gage. No detrimental effect' to chamber and rifling were

o observed as a result of the test firing, and the tube repmained

dimensionally stable throughout its length.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has accomplished' the objective calling for el-he

establishment of fabrication techniques and, design concepts comparable

to the present state-of-the-art of composite materials. A novel

composite system (steel wire/epo*y) has ilso been explored and

developed to the point that the feasibility of fabricating. end items

with this system haf zbeen established.

Although the steel wire has a relatively hiph density, its fine

diameter, extremely high strength, high modulus, good adhesion, and
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very high composite,.efficiency results in, composite materials which.

show great weight savings over conventional steel and can compete

weight-wise with fiberglass composites.

An example of the weight savings that can be obtained from use

of this composite system is ishown-graphically in Figure 33. Here

we see a schematic of a conventional 106mm gun tube. Above the tube

are drawn two curves:

a. Pressure Travel Curve: This curve graphically ,iepicts the

Spressures experienced within the tube as the projectile

moves down the bore;

b. ESP Curve: The Elastic Strength Pressure which is, in

essence, .the design strength of the gun tube itself,

incorporating 311 the safety factors needed to withstand

over-pressures, and the degradation of material strength

which occurs ;rom firing a hot tube.

Below the tube are three lines which predict the percent of

weight that -can be saved when hoop-wound steel wire composite

jackets are used with three different steel liners having thick-

nesses of 0.163",, 0.100" and 0.050" respectively. All three

composite tubes are designed to the same ESP curve that was used foe

the conventional all-steel tube, andhave a composite jacket made of

6 , NS-355. sleel wire (80% by volume) embedded into an epoxy

matrix.
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The chaft in the upper right of Figure 33 shows the expected

-verall weight savings for the three types of combosite tubes when

- fabricated in both 54" (stub gun) and 108" (conventional) lengths.

These weight savings were derived from the computer program

explained in Appendix C. The weight savings of 41% nredicted for

the 54" long tube with a 0.100" liner was verified by the stub gun

fabrication and test-firing, accoimplished under this program.

This program has shown that thin diameter steel wire fi-,laments

can be handled on conventional filament winding equinment with little

or no difficulty. The only major problems exDerienced were in the

.. 'iachining dharacteristics of this composite system. This is indeed

a major hurdle to overcome and-was directly responsible for the

extreme difficulty experienced in characterizing this 'composite

system.

fThe inherent nature of the wire itself leads to most of the

characterization problems experienced. It is a very "springy"

material which makes it difficult to handle when fabricating flat

laminates. When thin laminates (6 Dlies or lass) areý prepared,

this springy nature of the wire- results in a natural twist in the

cured lami'nate itself. This led to difficulties in tab bonding,

and alignment in the tensile machine', which could hrve accounted

for the overall low data obtained.
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As a composite reinforcement, steel wire can be considered

a ductile material and not brittle as is the case with other

conventional reinforcements, i.e., boron, glass, and graphite.

Therefore, the work required tp sever or machine the wires in this

composite system is such that it causes cracking, chippingt, and

separation of the matv-ix at the cutting interface.

When cut flat laminates are pulled for tensile properties,

cracks often run from the machined edge down the length of the

fibers, resulting in low test values. Very little success was

gained in overcoming, this problem and future work should explore

newer machining techniques such as electric arc discharge and eledtro-

chemical, milling to overcome this problem.

For applications where weight is not of prime importance, the

use of steel wire as a reinfozrdement shows certain definite advantages

over other reinforcing filaments. Its effective tensile strength is

higher than any of the -commercially available filaments. Its elastic

modulus is three times that of fiberglass and compares favorably

with the more exotic boron and graphite filaments.

Resin wetting is quicker and the bond between wire and resin is

usually stronger then between moc t other filaments and' their matrices.

There isJ.i strength loss due to mechanical damage of the fibers durinp

handling and fabrication. This results in high composite efficiency,
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assuring high strength and high modulus composites. There is no

loss of strength with time, due to static loading effect in the

fiber and,..cherefore, the material has a superior resistance to

cyclic loading compared with glass reinforced composites.

SThe material is relatively inexpensive, when compared with

the price of carbon, graphite, or boron, fibers, and should prove

to be an extremely useful reinforcement in future lightweight

composite gun tubes and related components,

t
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APPENDIX A

A. CALCULATION OF MANDREL WINDING PARAMETERS

1. Determination of Helical Angle: In chain-driven fitirent

winding machines, the helical angle of wrap is determined bv the

"diameter of the mandrel and by the diameter (number of teeth) of the

timing sprocket.

For 'one revolution of the mandrel, the ratio of the mandrel

rotational distance (yV x D), to the carriage traverse distance

(Ns x L c), results in the computation r'f the helical angle

tanO = 1 D
N5 x L

2. Reference 8 (Plastec Report #10) exnlains in detail the comnu-

tations of the following parameters which are needed to effectivelv

helically wind 6 cylinder (Figure 3):

a,. Number of snrocket turns/circuit is defined as ratio of total

chain links to sprocket teeth:

, ,Nc N 2L tan Z
N <and cylinder length (L) is determined bv c + 2v

5 s

where y is 1/2 mandrel turn to traverse one end caD,

b. Total chain length (in number of chain lih)ks,):

2L
4'N =L +N

c C S

c. The distance the filament band must be displaced/circuit in order

to prevent overlapning. This distance is given by the S

(A S

7n
L
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d. This distance.must then be translated into rpms of the timing

sprocket and a new Rc must be computed, This new Rc results in a slight

change in the helix angle which can be recalculated by,:

tan , W D
Nsx Lc x Re

e. For complete mandrel coverage, Sc is divided into the circum-

ferential mandrel distance to give the total number of circuits:

S = Sn
C sin (9 0 0o- )

then circuits = -n D

layer Sc

f. Determination of mandrel revolutions per completed layer:

Mandrel revolutions = NC . ycircuits

sNlayer

EXAMPLE:

A helically wound fiberglass cylinder of 81mm inside diameter,

.090" thick and 40" long is desired. Using 20-end pre-preg glass roving

of approximately .080" baid width, wound at 54045', the following paiameters

are calculated for the mandrel and winding machine:

tan * D or Ns D
Ns Lc L. tan o?

N 3190- = 18.89
Ss .375 (1.4150)

which must be increased to the next largest whole number (19 teeth).
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Recalculation of the helix OC gives:

tan X = 1.4066; cC 540351

To wind cylinder minimum of 40", the minimum Nc/fS needed is 13/I, thus:

(a) Nc 2L tancCC - +2y

2.8132L + 1

13' 3.191r

(13-1) 3.19• 42.749"
L 2.8132

and chain length:
"-2LS()Ne = 1- N Ns

2(42.749) + 19 = 247 links
.375

The longitudinal component of the band width (.080") is calculated:

Sn .080
C(c) L " -. 098"s sin (c .815"0•

((d) This SL is used to calculate a new R by increasing or decreasing the

rpm of the idler gear. For of = 54 035 1 and band width of 0.080 ins. the

ncw R is slightly larger or smaller than the 1:1 ratio.c

(e) The circumferential component of the band width would be:

S Sn .138"c sin (900- cc

and number circuits in a layer for complete coverage would be:

circuit i= D 3.197r 73
I layer 5c .138
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(f), Mandrel turns to, complete the layer:

N circuits
Turns c x _

S" layer

Turns: 13 x 73 949

'Computing the mandrel turns is very important because through the

use of a counter on the machine, one is able to determine when the

completed helical pattern (2 'layers) is completed. This is virtually

impossible to do visually after the first pattern is finished,

(g) Thickness is obtained by dividing the thickness of one layer

(.008") into the desired thickness. Therefore, .090/.008 = 11.25

layers or 12 complete layers. This figure can be continually checked

with standard micrometers.

B. MANDREL END CAP DESIGN

When helically-wound layers are utilized in the fabrication of

filament-wound cylinders, geodesic end caps must be designed and

fabricated on the mandrel to:

a. provide cot.stant tension on all the fibers during winding;

b. assure that the feeding carriage returns back at the same

angle that it traversed forward

Figure 34 is a sketch of the end dome and shdws the simple

calculations needed for designing the end cap for an 81mm cylinder

when the desired helical ang-le is 54.750.
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APPENDIX B

DESIGN CRITERIA UTILIZED IN FABRICATING FILAMENT-WOUND CYLINDERS

The ends/in, technique (netting analysis) used in designing and

f•' ricating the fib-erglass liner cylinders was adapted from the work

of L. G. Harkins 1 7  
N

An example of this technique is shown in the designing of

cylinder #60-III which contains both helically-wound glass and hood-

wound steel wire.

As mentioned in the text, a 4:1 ratio of hoop-to-longitudinal

stress was desired for these 60mm (2Z.4 in.) cylinders. The cylinders

were originally designed to rupture at 10,000 psi using the following

criteria:

A, CALCULAT-ION OF HELICAL WRAPS REQUIRED FOR AXIAL LOAD

Helical Layers:

Ends/in (A) = 352 (large because of an overlap ratioecf 1.41)

Helix angle ( ) 55061

E-Glass strength 196,000 psi

Breaking load (Fs) = 3.9 lbs/end

1. Axial load/circuhiferential inch PD 10,000 x 2.4•" 3000V, !/in

2. Minimum helix layers required:

PD/8 = F A L (os 2C
5

L 3000 3000 6.68 layers
(3.9)(352)(.327) 4&8,9

The required number of layers becomes 8, the next highest even

number. One complete helical coverage results in 2 actual layoqs. The

17. Harkins, L.G., "A Study of a Glass Filament-Wound Body for the
XM20 Gas Generator," Frankford Arsenal Technical Report FA-R-1862,
September 1967.
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requireG number of layers exceeds 6 'Thy.r, or three c6mplece patterns

and since i is iPpossible to efficiently wind 1/2 helical pattern,

the next highp-t ever; number of layers is required to assure sufficient

strength. Therefore, L

B. CALCULATION OF HOOP WRAPS REQUIRED FOR HOOP LOAD

Hoop Layers:

Ends/in (A') 176

SteUl wire strength 435,000 psi

Bzieaking load (F ) = 12.,3 lbs/end
s

1. Hoop load/longitudinal inch- PD, 10,000 x ,2.4"1 12,000 Lbs/in

2. Strand strength of helical windings in hoop direction:

F sin2c =(3.9lbs/end)(.672) = 2.62.1bs/end
S

3. Heiical ends/longitudinal in.

L A sinit = (8)(352M(.820) = 2309 ends/in

4. Hoop, contribution of helical filaments

. (2.62lbs/end)(2309 ends/in) = 6050lbs/in

5. Total load to be taken by hoop, windings

= 12,000lbs/in - 6,050 lbs/in = 5950lbs/in

6. Hoop load which can be supported by one layer of hoop wraps is

At F/ = (176 end/in)(12.3lbs/end u 2165lbs/in
S

7. Total layers of hoop winding is:

59b0/2165 - 2.75 layers or 3 layers

All the cylindeps used in this tedL wpe designed in the same manner.

However, the actual rupture strength of the all-glass cylinders greatly

8S
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exceeded,-their predicted strength. An extensive tensile testing program

was begun on 48 impregnated roving samples taken from 8 different rolls

(from the same manufacturer's lot number) as per ASTM ,(D 2343-67). This

data 'indicated that the average impregnated strand strength was 275,000

,psi rather than the original estimate of 196,000 psi. This original

estimate came from previous samples received from the same manufacturer.

This increase in gIlass strength to 275,000 -psi increased the

predicted strength of all these cylinders as shown in the example belkw:

CYLINDER 60-I11

E-Glass (helically wot'nd). Steel Mire -(hooL' wound)

A = 352 ends/if A' 176 ends/in

%= 55061 00

Filament strength = 275,000 ,psi Filament strength-= 435,000 usi

or; FS - 5.4lbs/in or; Fs = 12.31hs/in

L=8 L= 3

1. Strand strength of helical windings in hoop direction:

Fs sin 2 =(5.4)(.672) = 3.631bs/end

2. Helical ends/longitudinal inch:

L A sinc =(8)(352),(.820) = 2309 ends/in

3. Hoop load contribution fr:m helical windings:

(3.63 1bs/end)(2309 end,/in) = 8,382 lbs/in

4. Hoop load contribution from hoop windings:

tA' F ' L (176)(12.3)(3) 6494 lbs/in

5. Total hoop load carried by both helical and hoop layers:

8382 lbs/in + 6494r,ns/in = 14,876 lbs/in

86
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6. PD/2 " 14,876 Tbs/in

SP = 12,397 psi (predicted ruDture strength)

For the metallic liners, tI n -p.,and steel, a similar' design

techniqýiýe was utilized. The liner's contribu¶Lnh to the hkoop load was

determined and by the end/in method, the thickness (layers) of composite

jacket needed to tcontaih the des-ired pressure was computed. An examnle

of this is i bwn below in the computation of the theoretical burst

strength of OCL-1, the 106mm steel liner test cylinder.

Assume: (a) no burst strength contribution from the liner beyond

its yield strength, and

(b) the u s:e of the thin wall equation is valid

A. Liner contribution to cylinder burst strength

o"= Pr/t; where ;- = 160,000 psi (yield strength)

r = D/2 = 4.208/2 = 2.104 in

t V 01.l00"

Burst pressure (P) 7605 psi

B. Composite jacket contribution to cylinder burst 3trength

where; Wire tensile strength = 457,000 psi

Breaking load (Fs = 12.qlbs/end

Ends/linear in (A) = 151.6 end/in

No. of layers (L) - 23 layers

a. HooD load carried by jacket is given by;

F6 A L (12.9)(151.6)(23) =44,9801bs/in

7
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b. Burst strength;

PD!2 449,98(Y where D 4=.0l8" ('the OD. of 0.I1W"' liner)

P = (',4,980)2'- 20,408-nsi

Predicted cylinder burs, strength = 20,408 + 7,605 28,013 Dsi

'Actual burst pre. eva f rofn test was 2o1,000 isi

"In addition, the conip, tt• design program shown in Appendix C, was utilized

to confitm the aboa- isign technique.
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APPENDIX C

DESIGN OF A 106MM M4OAl COMPOSITr TUBE

The results of this study have been obtained from the Digital

Computer IBM 360/40H.

The computer program used in designing the 106mm tube is on file

in the Computer Laboratory at the Watervliet Arsenal under the title of,

"GUNTU II: Design of Composite Gun Tubes When the Liner Dimensions

are Given."

d This program determines, theoretically:

(a) The jacket dimensions of a composite gun tube.consisting

of a given liner thickness (or inner cylinder) and a jacket

(or outer cylinder), of dissimilar materials when subjected

to an internal pressure.

(b) The economic success .of the composite tube when comnared

to an all-liner material tube.

The purpose of Appendix C is to inform the reader, through an

example, of what is needed to design a composite tube. Detailed infor-

mation ov'the program is found in Reference 18.

EXAMPI,E:

Design a 106mm M40Al composite gun tube: The tube consists of

steel liner and a composite jacket made of steel filaments embedded

inoan epoxy hatrix, Obtain weight savings for 0.163$ 0.101, 0.05,

inches steel liner thicknesses having a steel wire epoxy jacket (70%

vol wire).

18. D'Andrea, G., "Composite Cylind'rical Pressure Vessels Relat.i
to Gun Tubes. Part II: Minimum Weight Design" Watervliet
Arsenal Technical Report 1%XT-7125, August 1971.
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COMPUTER INPUT FOR 0.100 (IN) LINER THICKAit3S

3SX = .8 - BOL starting value

DX = .05 - "Step By" to find a root

"EP .001 - Tolerance on the function

EPX .001 - Tolerance on the bound of X

NPA 10 - Number of internal pressures

PARY (N) .0375, .0500, .0625, .0750, .0875, .1000, .1125, .1250,

.1375, .1500 (Non-dimensional) internal pressures

N CASEt 1 - Number of catses

IA ,- 2 - Values of constants are caiculated in CYCLIN

N = 1 - Number of values of filIment volume ratio

DAK = ,70 - Filament volume ratio

NALP = 1 - Number of angles of wrap

DIST = 2. - Distance separating values of alpha

AK = .70 - Filament volume ratio

C = 80. - Weight-penalty factor

Al 1. - Composite tube fabrication cost ($)

A2 = i. - Conventional tube fabrication cost($)
TL 1. Tube length (inches)

B - 1.048 - Liner radius (dimensionj:es•)

EL - 30000000.- Modulus of elasticity liner (psi)

3ETAL = .283 - Density of liner (V/in)

SiGO = 160000. - Yielding strength of liner (Psi)

UNL = .3 - Poisson's ratio of liner

DPPL = .5 - S/pound of liner
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COMPUTER INPUT FOR 0.100 (IN) LINER THICKHLSS (Cont'd)

EF = 30000000.- Mod. of elasticitv of filament (Dsi)

ETAF = .79 -- Densitv of filament (W/in$,)

SIGF = 450000. Yielding stiyf.agth of filament (Dsi)

UNF .28 Poisson's ratio of filament

DPPF 8. - $/pound filaments

FIL 1, etc= Steel liner/Stael-govalac - Conbinpýaton title

EH = k60000. - Modulus of elasticitV of matrix (psi)

ETAM = .041 - Density of matrix (#/-.n3)

SIGM = 10000. - Yielding strength of matrix (psi)

UNM .35 - Poisson's ratio

DPPM 1.50 - $/pound matrix

The OUTPUT for this design is displayed in a graphical form On Figure 33.

This figure shows:

a. The Elastic Strength Pressure (ESP) curve;' the pressure

produces an equivalent itress in sectioh waQl equal to

the allowable stress of the gun tube material at 70°F.

b. The ballistic pressure traik-•l curve.

c. The weight saved versus travel curve for a 0,163", a 0.in0"

and a 0.05" liner.

NOTE

1. The computer OUTPUT displays (Figure 3S):

(a) The input data of Physical constants and cost per pound of

material used.

01
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COMBINATION OF METALLIC LINER (STL.) - STEEL-NOVALAC JACKET

* EL =3OXIO ETAL=.283 SIGIA0=175,000 .UL=0.30 DPPL=0.50
"EF = 100 ETAF=.279 SIGZAF=400,000 NUF=0.28 DPPF=8.00
EM--.4SX1IOETAM.-044 SIGMAM= 10,000 NUM=O.36 DPPM=1.50

K =.S00 ETAJ= .185 C= 10.00 Al=1.0O A2=1.O0
RHO=B B=1. 04 TL 1.00
ALP{A=0. 0

PA DPA BO PB 1YF YIELD LIL WFAL DPIN F CPC CPAL FC

.03 7,577 1.043 .003 .130 rO 1.'045 .142 .054 ;08 0.71 1.41 0.0
.05 10,104 !.63 .015 .153 NO 1.061 .194 .125 -21 1.40 3.29 0.0
.06 12,630 1.064 .028 .176 NO 1.078 .248 .198 .29 1.93 4.78 0.0
.07 15,155 1.076 .040 .200 NO 1.095 .306 .274 .34 2.35 6.00 0.0
.0.8 17,681 1.087 .052 .226 NO 1.113 .366 .352 .38 2.69 7.04 0.0
.10 20,207 1.099 .065 .252 NO 1.132 .430 .434 .41 2.97 7.94 0.0
.11 22,733 1.112 .077 .279 NO 1.151 .497 .520 .44 3.21 6.74 0.G
.12 25,259 1.124 .090 .308 NO 1.171 .569 .610 .46 3.41 9.44 0.0
.14 27,785 1.138 .101 .337 NO 1.193 .646 .703 .48 3.59 10.09 0.0
.15 30,311 1.152 .114 .369 NO 1.215 .727 .803 .49 3.74 10.68 0.0

NOTE:
1. IF BORE RADIUS "A" IS KNOWN, TABLE VALUES ARE MODIFIED BY MULTIPLYING

(A) "B", "BO" & "BOL' BY "A" 2
(B) "11F", IFAL" & "DPIN" BY "A "

(C) & DIVIDING '*FC" BY "A211

2. 14F CPC IS LESS THAN CPAL + FC, THE COMPOSITE TUBE IS CHEAPER
THAN AN ALL LINER- ,,'ATERIAL TUBE

•:• • BOL,

S , ALL LINER

Figure 35 Typical Output Data from GUNTU II Computer Program
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(b) Tubes' Characteristics:

PA = Dimensionless pressure caoacl.'v

DPA = Pressure in psi

B = Outside radius of liner

BO = Outside radius of jacket

PB = Interface pressure at B

WF = Composite weight factor

-t•V = Reverse yielding check
YIELD

BOL = All liner outside radius

WFAL = All liner weight factor

DPIN = $/in of composite tube

F = Fractional weight saved

CPC = Left side of Equation (28)-(Reference 17)

-CPAL = 1st term of right-hand side of (28)-(Refei'ence 17)

FC = 2nd term of right-hand side of (28)-(Reference 17)

2. Symbols CPC, C .. , and FC are explained in detail on Page 12 of

Reference 17. Note 2 on Figure 27 shows how to interpret the economic

analysis.

3. PA Vr3)(DPA)• ~(2) (SIGoY

4. WF=WFAL Weight/unit length•i.- (7r (ETAJ)

3ETAJ Jacket Density (l/in3)

17. Harkins, L.G., "A Study of a Glass Filament-IWound Body for the
XM20 Gas Generator," Frankford Arsenal lechnical ReportK ,' "A R-1862, September 1967.
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